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The ideological evolution of Western European social democratic parties has received

considerable scholarly attention over the decades. The most widespread view concerns

the alleged programmatic moderation and convergence with the mainstream right of

this party family. However, recent empirical investigations based on electoral manifestos

come to different conclusions, highlighting an increase over time in Western European

social democratic parties’ emphasis on traditional economic left goals, especially

in recent years. Hence, this article analyses the evolution of the social democratic

programmatic outlook with regard to traditional economic left issues. It does so by

relying on Manifesto Project (MARPOR) data about such formations in 369 general

elections across 20 Western European countries between 1944 and 2021, employing

different indicators of economic left emphasis and time to ensure the robustness of the

findings. The analysis shows how, at the aggregate level, social democracy increases

its emphasis on traditional economic left issues over time, with the effect driven entirely

by the recent post-Great Depression years. However, once disaggregating the results,

a more differentiated picture emerges, pointing towards potential causes of concern

in terms of measurement validity within the MARPOR data. The article discusses the

substantive and, especially, methodological implications of its findings in detail.

Keywords: social democracy, Western Europe, electoral manifestos, economic issues, political left, longitudinal

analysis

INTRODUCTION

Western European social democracy has moved away from its flagship policy positions over
time, catering less and less to its traditional electoral constituency in an attempt to broaden
its electoral reach. Upon reading such a statement, few would find it contentious taken at
face value. Indeed, much has been written on the ideological moderation and convergence
to the centre of these mainstream formations in Western Europe (e.g., Przeworski and
Sprague, 1986; Keman and Pennings, 2006; Evans and Tilley, 2013), especially in terms
of left-right economic positions and during the years of the “Third Way” (e.g., Giddens,
1998; Adams et al., 2004; Mair et al., 2004; Dalton, 2013). Likewise, the potential motifs of
this evolution over time have also been investigated. These include socio-structural drivers
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such as the progressive shrinking in size of the working class (e.g.,
Best, 2011); strategic shifts such as the electoral “catch-allisation”
(Kirchheimer, 1966) aimed at catering to the expanding and
better-off sectors of society (e.g., Kitschelt, 1994; Arndt, 2014;
Rennwald and Evans, 2014; Gingrich and Häusermann, 2015;
Rennwald, 2020); and the external constraints imposed by their
role as almost full-time governing parties (e.g., Mair, 2009). Many
identified this programmatic shift as what ultimately caused the
end of cleavage politics, that is the electoral misalignment of
social democracy’s traditional electoral constituency: the working
class (e.g., Franklin, 1992; Keman and Pennings, 2006; Evans and
Tilley, 2013; Goldberg, 2020).

However, a series of recent empirical contributions have
come to surprising conclusions, going in the opposite direction
if compared to mainstream accounts. Indeed, some of these
analyses show that Western European social democracy has
not significantly shifted its economic positions over time (e.g.,
Adam and Ftergioti, 2019), hence not even during the centrist
Third Way phase. Even more remarkably, other such works
illustrate how social democratic parties in the region have
actually moved further to the economic left over time, by
putting greater emphasis on traditional economic left issues
(e.g., Emanuele, 2021a). This seems to apply especially in recent
years, that is after the global financial crisis now known as the
“Great Recession,” which signified the crisis and collapse of the
international neoliberal economic model (e.g., Polacko, 2022).
The common denominator of these contributions is the data
source upon which they rely, the Manifesto Project (MARPOR),
which provides information on the salience put by parties on
different issues in their electoral manifestos.

With a view to testing these two contradictory viewpoints
and settling the debate concerning the effect of time on
social democratic economic positions, this article seeks to
answer a very straightforward research question: did Western
European social democracy increase or decrease the salience
it put on traditional economic left issues over time? It
does so by performing a detailed time-series cross-section
statistical analysis on 369 general elections in 20 Western
European countries during a time span of almost 80 years,
between the final years of WWII and contemporary days
(1944–2021). At the aggregate level, the results seem to go
entirely in the direction of the more recent contributions
that posit an increase of social democratic emphasis on
traditional economic left issues over time, hence contradicting
the more numerous mainstream viewpoints. Indeed, the effect
of time on social democratic economic left emphasis is
positive, statistically significant, and robust to several different
operationalisations of both the focal predictor and dependent
variable. Moreover, another interesting substantive finding is
that this effect is driven entirely by the most recent, post-
Great Recession years of the analysed time frame. Were
these findings to find further confirmation, they would have
important implications as to the several testable mechanisms
that could have favoured this leftwards recalibration. These
include the urgency of proposing an economic and political
model alternative to the hegemonic neoliberalism (e.g., Meyer
and Spiegel, 2010); the responsiveness to voters in the region

that are progressively more left-wing from an economic
viewpoint (e.g., Mair, 2008); and the path-dependency deriving
from both previous ideological positions (e.g., Strøm, 1990;
Adams et al., 2009) and the key role played in labour-capital
bargaining vis-à-vis powerful counterparts such as trade unions
(e.g., Garrett, 1998; Hellwig, 2016).

However, a disaggregated look at the results provides a
more differentiated and less certain picture. Indeed, on the
one hand, there are also issues that become significantly less
emphasised over time by social democratic parties. Strikingly,
all these MARPOR items concern the defining feature of
the economic left: that is, state intervention in the economy
(e.g., Downs, 1957, p. 116). On the other, instead, most of
the economic left MARPOR items that increase in salience
over time are notoriously problematic from a methodological
viewpoint: for instance, the categories related to equality and
welfare. This adds to the already existing calls for a broader
discussion as to the validity of the measurements and results
obtained by using MARPOR data. Such a methodological
question is especially important when drawing inferences on
topics of substantive importance such as the programmatic
evolution of Western European social democracy from a
longitudinal perspective.

This article will proceed as follows: the next section will
introduce the theoretical framework and hypotheses that will
guide the empirical analysis, by illustrating the two opposing
viewpoints on the relationship between time and social
democratic economic left emphasis in detail. The following
section will focus on the research design and method of
the empirical analysis, before moving on to the illustration
of its results. Finally, the article will conclude by providing
an exhaustive discussion of the substantive and, especially,
methodological implications of its findings.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND
HYPOTHESES

As one of the mainWestern European party families and a “core”
component (Smith, 1989) of party systems across the continent
(Keman, 2017), the ideological profile of social democracy
and its evolution over time have attracted considerable
scholarly attention. In this regard, the existing scholarly
contributions have focused in particular on social democratic
positions along the left-right economic issue dimension,
and most of them can be divided into two broad camps.
On the one hand, several found that, over time, social
democratic parties have moved away from traditional economic
left stances, progressively favouring a more moderate and
economically centrist profile in an ideological convergence with
the centre-right. On the other, recent contributions based on
MARPOR data come to the opposite conclusion, pointing
instead to an increase in social democratic emphasis on
traditional economic left issues over time. Both such viewpoints
will now be illustrated in greater detail, allowing for the
generation of related hypotheses to be employed in this article’s
empirical analysis.
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Left No More: Moderation and
Convergence Towards the Economic
Centre
A widespread view in the literature is that social democracy has
moderated its economic stances and converged to the centre with
centre-right formations over time, especially during the heyday
of the “Third Way” (e.g., Giddens, 1998) during the 1990’s (e.g.,
Keman, 2011). Indeed, several empirical investigations, based on
a variety of sources such as expert surveys, data on the socio-
economic impact of government policy, and party manifestos,
illustrate this rightwards movement to the economic centre (e.g.,
Mair et al., 2004; Dalton, 2013), most notably epitomised by Tony
Blair’s “New Labour” in the United Kingdom (e.g., Adams et al.,
2004).

The literature identifies several reasons that led social
democratic parties to reduce their programmatic differences vis-
à-vis their traditional centre-right opponents (e.g., Keman and
Pennings, 2006). For a start, there are strategic considerations
related to party competition. Indeed, social democracy had to
react to decisive changes in the socio-economic composition
of Western societies after World War II (WWII), in which
increasing material security and wellbeing meant a blurring
of traditional social divides. Within this process, whilst the
traditional electoral constituency of the left, e.g., the working
class, progressively shrunk in size, other segments of societies
expanded: in particular, the “new middle classes” made up
of highly-educated, white-collar urban professionals (e.g., Best,
2011). Hence, social democratic parties adopted a more “catch-
all” profile (e.g., Evans and Tilley, 2012; on catch-all parties, see
Kirchheimer, 1966) to maintain their electoral competitiveness
despite the reduction in the size of the working class, catering
to these expanding new sectors of society by moderating their
ideological profile (e.g., Kitschelt, 1994; Arndt, 2014; Rennwald
and Evans, 2014; Gingrich and Häusermann, 2015; Rennwald,
2020). As a consequence, this also entailed the progressive
alienation of traditional supporters of the left (Karreth et al., 2013;
Schwander andManow, 2017) that not only decreased in number,
but also in their support of social democratic parties, signifying
a decline of cleavage politics (e.g., Franklin, 1992; Keman
and Pennings, 2006; Evans and Tilley, 2017; Goldberg, 2020).
Hence, the strategic reduction of social democracy’s ideological
baggage was driven by vote- and office-seeking incentives (e.g.,
Strøm, 1990) in a context of changing societal composition
and diminished ideological conflict in Western Europe, also
favouring its coalition-building potential (Keman, 2011).

Another key set of considerations behind social democracy’s
programmaticmoderation over time is its progressive affirmation
as a “core” component of Western European party systems,
that translated its electoral competitiveness into the legitimate
expectation and status of being a governing party. Indeed,
involvement in government within this region entails the
embedment into the “responsibility vs. responsiveness” (RR)
dilemma (e.g., Mair, 2009), often resulting in a moderation of
economic positions (see, e.g., Wendler, 2013; Closa and Maatsch,
2014; Karyotis et al., 2014; Maatsch, 2014). This posits that
parties that are either in government or legitimately aspire to
access the executive will be constrained in both their campaign

proposals and policy output by responsibility considerations
towards the external actors with which states are interconnected
(e.g., Karremans and Damhuis, 2020; Romeijn, 2020). Most of
the time, within the international institutional framework of the
post-WWII globalised world, this equates to conforming to the
hegemonic neoliberal policy paradigm (e.g., Cerny, 2010), which
in turn means adhering to right-of-centre economic positions.
These external pressures are particularly intense for Western
European countries: indeed, not only they are embedded and
play a key role in the global financial and economic system
regulated by institutions such as the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), Organisation for Economic Development and Co-
operation (OECD), and the World Bank (WB); but also, they
are often members of the European Union (EU).1 Indeed, EU
membership adds additional external constraints to national
policy-making through its acquis communitaire, that is the
provisions in its Treaties (e.g., Rose, 2014), with additional and
even more demanding pressures in a neoliberal direction if a
country is also part of the Eurozone (e.g., Laffan, 2014). In the
face of these international commitments and as a legitimate
candidate for being in government, social democracy then ought
to be responsible in both its policy proposals and output, and
maintain a good fiscal reputation according to the standards set
within such frameworks (e.g., Hellwig, 2012; Ezrow and Hellwig,
2014). In practise, this means a rightwards shift towards more
economically centrist positions compared to traditional social
democratic stances.

Therefore, this strand of works allows deriving the first
hypothesis to guide the empirical analysis of this article:

Hp1: After WWII, as time passes, Western European social
democratic parties decrease their emphasis on traditional
economic left issues.

More Left: The Increased Salience of
Traditional Economic Left Stances
Yet, other empirical contributions have challenged the illustrated
consensus on the evolution and moderation of social democratic
economic positions over time. First off, some underline how
it is difficult to tell a “one-size-fits-all” storey that applies
to all Western European countries over the decades, as the
many contextual differences lead to mixed results and the
impossibility of identifying universal trends (e.g., Jansen et al.,
2013). Furthermore, and even more relevantly, recent works
based on MARPOR data come to the opposite conclusion
compared to the previous strand. Indeed, these show that, to
different extents, Western European social democratic parties
have not moved away from traditional economic left positions

1This passage from Ward et al. (2015) on external constraints in general, and

Europeanisation in particular, is exemplary: “Such ‘loss of control’ is particularly

explicit in the context of European integration (often referred to as an ‘intense case

of globalisation;’ Notermans, 2001; Scharpf, 2002; McNamara, 2003; Haupt, 2010).

[. . . ] Both the ‘neoliberal pressures of open economy’ (Haupt, 2010, p. 7) and the

constraints set by supranational bodies such as the EU (but also the International

Monetary Fund [IMF], Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

[OECD], the World Bank, etc.) are further argued to lead to the convergence of

party positions on the economic dimension (Huber and Stephens, 2001; Steiner

and Martin, 2012)”.
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over time. For instance, Adam and Ftergioti (2019) illustrate
that such formations in Western Europe have not significantly
changed their economic stances since the 1970’s, therefore also
considering the key phase of Third Way social democracy.
Others go even further, arguing that the salience put by social
democracy on traditional left-wing economic issues such as
state interventionism and market regulation, the welfare state
and support for working-class stances has rather increased over
time, especially after the turn of the millennium, in a positional
recalibration after the rightwards shift of the Third Way years
(e.g., Emanuele, 2021a; Polacko, 2022).

Potential explanations for these results mirror those
concerning the strand of works on “moderation” from a
substantive viewpoint. For a start, party competition and
“responsiveness” dynamics within the RR dilemma could also
justify an exacerbation of economic positions on the part
of social democracy. Indeed, especially following the Great
Recession of the late-2000’s, whilst Western European social
democratic formations had to be financially responsible in their
role as governing parties, they also had to be responsive to
progressively more left-wing voters across the continent (e.g.,
Mair, 2008), and especially so on economic matters traditionally
owned (Petrocik, 1996) by the left such as welfare provisions
and market regulation (Bremer, 2018). Moreover, whilst it is
true that external pressures on national political systems in
Western Europe are intense, domestic factors are still able to play
an important role in countering these forces with constraints
of their own. First, both the longstanding policy orientations
and rather large organisational size of social democratic parties
impinge their capability to significantly alter their programmatic
profiles (e.g., Adams et al., 2009). Second, there is a degree of
path-dependency deriving from the key role of such formations
in labour-capital bargaining, with different national trajectories:
meaning that where there are stronger actors, for instance trade
unions, within such processes, it will be more difficult for social
democracy to depart from its traditional positions (e.g., Garrett,
1998; Hellwig, 2016). Third, social democrats will also want to
defend their historical political and social achievement at the
national level, that is the construction of welfare states, vis-à-vis
the ongoing processes that threaten to undermine it (e.g., Kriesi
et al., 2008).

This leads directly into another key determinant of the
potential exacerbation of social democratic economic stances.
Indeed, whilst it was shown that economic globalisation could
be conducive to economic moderation and convergence to the
centre, there are also arguments for the relationship going in
the opposite direction. The scholarly debate concerning the
effect of economic globalisation on party positions sees two
opposite camps: the “efficiency” and the “compensation” theses
(e.g., Adam and Kammas, 2007; Hellwig, 2016). Whilst the
former aligns with the aforementioned works on moderation
and convergence, the latter posits that economic globalisation
pushes social democratic parties further to the economic left
(e.g., Swank, 2002). This is because this phenomenon entails
greater international competition and deregulation, compelling
such formations to defend their distinctive policy proposals and
tackle these undesired effects with dedicated policies such as taxes

on capital (Basinger andHallerberg, 2004).Moreover, some argue
that economic globalisation increases class conflict, which leads
social democracy to persist with the economic positions that it
traditionally owns if not, in some cases, to make them even more
salient (e.g., Garrett, 1998; Swank, 2002; Milner and Judkins,
2004). Hence, economic globalisation is also seen in the literature
as conducive to social democratic parties adoptingmore left-wing
positions from an economic viewpoint.

Therefore, the illustrated MARPOR-based empirical evidence
and the theoretical sources that explain the potential mechanism
of an economic left-wing exacerbation of Western European
social democracy over time allow formulating a second
hypothesis for the ensuing empirical analysis:

Hp2: After WWII, as time passes, Western European social
democratic parties increase their emphasis on traditional
economic left issues.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD

The article now turns to how the two contrasting hypotheses
concerning the evolution of social democratic economic
positions over time in Western Europe will be tested. In terms
of spatial framework, it includes the 20 countries generally
considered Western European by the relevant literature.2

Further, from a temporal viewpoint, the article covers the period
between the final years of WWII and the contemporary days
(1944–2021). This long timespan hides significant variation in
terms of years considered by the main source of data employed,
the MARPOR, for each country (see Table 1), with data on
“third-wave” democracies in Southern Europe (i.e., Cyprus,
Greece, Portugal, and Spain; Huntington, 1991) only available
from the mid-1970’s onwards at the earliest.3 This cross-sectional
and longitudinal extension allows for the maximum possible
generalisability of the article’s findings across the region of
interest considering the spatial and temporal coverage of the
MARPOR. Furthermore, long-term analyses such as the one
presented in the article refrain from issues of “short-termism,”
whereby conclusions on political phenomena are drawn by way

2The countries that were included are Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark,

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta,

the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the

United Kingdom.
3It is important to acknowledge the peculiarities of these new democracies vis-

à-vis the more established ones within the spatial framework of the article.

Indeed, in the early stages of these democratic regimes there was a widespread

political consensus for the development of welfare policies, which were lagging

behind in these countries compared to the rest of Western Europe. This, and the

frequent predominance of left-wing parties during such phases, also contributed to

strengthening the role of the state in the economy. For these reasons, it is important

to also account for the presence and peculiarities of these new democracies in

the empirical analysis, because they might drive an overall increase in social

democratic emphasis on traditional economic left issues, particularly through the

1970’s and 1980’s. To do so, all the analyses in the manuscript were replicated with

a random-effects specification by including a dichotomous variable Third-wave

democracies, taking value 1 if the observation is in Cyprus, Greece, Portugal, or

Spain and 0 otherwise. The models, reported in full in Supplementary Tables 4–7,

confirm the results of the analysis, whilst also frequently highlighting a statistically

significant and negative effect of these new democracies on social democratic

parties’ economic left emphasis.
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TABLE 1 | Social democratic party per country (with dates).

Country N Years covered Social democratic party

Austria 1 1949–2019 Austrian Social Democratic Party (1949–2019)

Belgium 2 1946–2019 Belgian Socialist Party (1946–1977) and as successors to the Belgian Socialist Party:

Francophone Socialist Party (1978, 1981, 1987, 1991, 1999, 2007, 2010); Flemish Socialist

Party (1985, 1995) / Socialist Party Different-Spirit (2003) / Socialist Party Different (2014, 2019)

Cyprus 1 1996–2016 Progressive Party of Working People (1996–2016)

Denmark 1 1945–2019 Danish Social Democratic Party (1945–2019)

Finland 1 1945–2019 Finnish Social Democratic Party (1945–2019)

France 1 1946–2017 French Section of the International Socialist / Socialist Party (1946–2017)

Germany 1 1949–2021 German Social Democratic Party (1949–2021)

Greece 2 1974–2015 Panhellenic Socialist Movement (1974–2009); SYRIZA (May 2012, January 2015, September

2015) / SYRIZA-Unionist Social Front (June 2012)

Iceland 1 1946–2017 Icelandic Social Democratic Party/The Alliance (1946–2017)

Ireland 1 1948–2016 Irish Labour Party (1948–2016)

Italy 1 1946–2018 Italian Communist Party/Democratic Party of the Left/Olive Tree/Democratic Party (1946–2018;

all formations in direct succession)

Luxembourg 1 1945–2013 Socialist Workers’ Party of Luxembourg (1945–2013)

Malta 1 1996–1998 Maltese Labour Party (1996, 1998)

Netherlands 1 1946–2017 Dutch Labour Party (1946–2017)

Norway 1 1945–2017 Norwegian Labour Party (1945–2017)

Portugal 1 1975–2019 Portuguese Socialist Party (1975–2019)

Spain 1 1977–2019 Spanish Socialist Workers Party (1977–2019)

Sweden 1 1944–2018 Swedish Social Democratic Party (1944–2018)

Switzerland 1 1947–2019 Swiss Social Democratic Party (1947–2019)

UK 1 1945–2019 Labour Party (1945–2019)

of comparison with the rather exceptional standards of the mid-
twentieth century (Enyedi and Deegan-Krause, 2007).

As to the units of analysis, the task of selecting social
democratic parties to analyse is far from straightforward, given
the acknowledged heterogeneity of this party family (e.g.,
Volkens, 2004). Hence, in order to achieve a selection of cases
that is as replicable and uncontroversial as possible, the task of
identifying which parties classify as social democratic was left
to the MARPOR itself, which does so in its dataset under the
category “parfam = 30 (social democratic parties).” Amongst
these formations, in order to properly capture the aspect of
interest here and that is the mainstream left component that has
become part of the “core” (Smith, 1989) of Western European
party systems (Keman, 2017), the electorally best-performing
party for each of the 369 national general elections within
the illustrated spatial-temporal framework was selected.4 Hence,
this criterion allows considering the main social democratic
party of each political system at any given election and, in the
very rare cases where this formation changes, the important
historical transformations in terms of electoral performance
and configuration of the mainstream left’s political offer within
national party systems. Due to its political peculiarities, the only
exception to this criterion is the Italian case, where between 1946
and 1996 the main party of the mainstream left is represented
by formations falling outside of the “parfam = 30” category (i.e.,

4See Figure 1 for the number of considered elections per country.

the Italian Communist Party between 1946 and 1989 and the
Democratic Party of the Left between 1992 and 1996).5 Table 1

recaps the analysed social democratic parties per country and the
dates of the elections in which they are considered.

As to the empirical analysis, the relationship between time
and social democratic emphasis on traditional economic left
issues is tested by operationalising the focal predictor in three
ways. First off, to analyse its linear effect on social democratic
economic positions, time is considered as a continuous Election
date variable representing the date of each analysed general
election, which ranges between 17 September 1944 (1944 Swedish
general election) and 26 September 2021 (2021 German general
election). Additionally, the effects of larger periods on the
analysed “explanandum” are tested by employing two categorical
variables. Following Emanuele (2021b), the article’s time frame
is first divided into four Phases of substantive interest: (1)
the “Golden Age” of mass parties and party system stability
in Western Europe (Mair, 1994; Janda and Colman, 1998),
which runs between the beginning of the time frame in 1945
ending in 1967, the year of Lipset and Rokkan’s (1967) “freezing
hypothesis;” (2) the “Post-L&R” (Lipset and Rokkan) phase,
running between the two political watershed years of 1968
and 1989, when the fall of the Berlin Wall occurred; (3) the
“Post-Wall” phase, beginning in 1990 and lasting until the

5These parties are in direct succession with each other, as well as with the other

formations falling under the “parfam= 30” category in subsequent Italian general

elections (see Table 1).
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FIGURE 1 | Number of considered elections per country.

beginning of the Great Recession in Europe (2009); (4) and the
“Great Recession” phase, running from 2010 until the end of
the analysed time frame and coinciding with the years when
the economic, political and social consequences of the global
financial crisis fully manifested in Western Europe. Moreover, to
provide a more fine-grained breakdown of the effect of different
historical periods on social democratic economic positioning, the
time frame is further divided into the eight analysed Decades
through a categorical variable ranging between (1) the 1940’s and
(8) the 2010’s and beyond (“2010+s”), also considering the sole
election of the 2020’s (Germany, 2021).

With regard to the dependent variable, i.e., the emphasis
of social democracy on traditional left economic issues, this
is operationalised by presenting four different aggregations of
items from the MARPOR codebook, to ensure the robustness
of this article’s findings. The focus on electoral manifesto data
from the MARPOR to operationalise party positions follows a
twofold rationale.6 Indeed, on the one hand, it is arguably the
most widely employed data source in comparative investigations
of party positions due to its extension across both time and
space (e.g., Laver and Garry, 2000). As per above, this unmatched
longitudinal and cross-sectional coverage allows for a long
and wide investigation of how social democratic emphasis on
traditional economic left issues evolves over time in the region,

6Employing MARPOR data necessarily ties the present article and its analysis to

the defining ‘saliency theory’ framework of this research project (see Budge and

Farlie, 1983), whereby party positions along the various dimensions of political

contestation are calculated through issue emphasis. Notice that, albeit frequently

employed due to the prominence ofMARPOR data, this overlap between emphasis

and positions has been widely criticised in the literature (see, for instance, Bakker

and Hobolt, 2013; Zulianello, 2014).

which would not be possible with more idiosyncratic spatial-
temporal frameworks. On the other hand, because this source of
data is common to both contrasting viewpoints in the literature
concerning themoderation or exacerbation ofWestern European
social democracy’s economic left stances, relying on it allows
both consistency and comparability with available works, with an
eye to contributing to and potentially settling this debate. Going
into detail with regard to the economic left measures, three out
of four of them are the pre-existing indicators of economic left
emphasis from Bakker and Hobolt (2013) and Emanuele (2021a),
as well as the aggregation of the left items that are economic
in nature included in the MARPOR’s own left-right index, the
“RILE” (Budge and Klingemann, 2001); whilst the fourth one is
an original deductive aggregation of MARPOR items that were
deemed traditional economic left issues on a theoretical basis.
All such measures are cross-validated by virtue of being strongly
to very strongly correlated with each other, as demonstrated
by the Pearson’s r-values reported in Table 2, whilst Table 3

recaps the MARPOR items making them up. Furthermore, to
provide a more disaggregated and fine-grained analysis of how
the emphasis of social democratic parties on specific traditional
economic left issues changes over time, the single MARPOR
items reported in the various illustrated aggregations will also be
employed as dependent variables in separate analyses.

Further, as these baseline models only test the impact of the
focal predictor, time, on social democratic parties’ emphasis on
traditional economic left issues, the analyses are replicated by
including some control variables that may also have an effect on
the dependent variable. For a start, the presence of competitive
radical left opponents (henceforth “RLPs”), i.e., parties to the
left of social democrats that more strongly advocate traditional
economic left stances (e.g., March, 2011), is a relevant factor.
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TABLE 2 | Correlation matrix between different operationalisations of the dependent variable (Pearson’s r-values).

Pearson’s r Bakker and Hobolt Emanuele RILE economic left Deductive economic left

Bakker and Hobolt 1

Emanuele 0.86* 1

RILE economic left 0.88* 0.67* 1

Deductive economic left 0.84* 0.64* 0.94* 1

*Indicates statistical significance at p < 0.001.

TABLE 3 | Different operationalisations of the dependent variable and related MARPOR items.

Bakker and Hobolt Emanuele RILE economic left Deductive economic left

per403 - Market Regulation per403 - Market Regulation per403 - Market Regulation per403 - Market Regulation

per404 - Economic Planning per404 - Economic Planning per404 - Economic Planning per409 - Keynesian Demand Management

per405 - Corporatism / Mixed Economy per412 - Controlled Economy per406 - Protectionism: Positive per412 - Controlled Economy

per406 - Protectionism: Positive per415 - Marxist Analysis: Positive per412 - Controlled Economy per413 - Nationalisation

per409 - Keynesian Demand Management per503 - Equality: Positive per413 - Nationalisation per504 - Welfare State Expansion

per412 - Controlled Economy per504 - Welfare State Expansion per504 - Welfare State Expansion per506 - Education Expansion

per413 – Nationalisation per506 - Education Expansion per701 - Labour Groups: Positive

per415 - Marxist Analysis: Positive per701 - Labour Groups: Positive

per503 - Equality: Positive

per504 - Welfare State Expansion

per506 - Education Expansion

per701 - Labour Groups: Positive

Indeed, it may pressure mainstream formations, and especially
social democratic parties along the economic issue dimension
(e.g., Adams and Somer-Topcu, 2009), into adjusting their policy
programs towards more similar and hence left-wing positions
(e.g., Pontusson and Rueda, 2010). Therefore, a Radical left
strength indicator has been included in the analysis, capturing
the percentage shift in votes from the previous election of the
radical left bloc in each country, which was considered as made
up of all “far left” parties in the “PopuList” dataset (Rooduijn
et al., 2019). Moreover, powerful trade unions, i.e., another
traditional representative of workers along the class cleavage and
focus of strands of literature such as “power resource theory”
(e.g., Brady et al., 2016), may exert strong pressures on social
democratic parties to maintain a distinctively left-wing economic
profile through their direct links with them (e.g., Pierson, 2001).
Hence, a Trade union density indicator has also been included,
by relying on data from the ICTWSS database (Visser, 2019).7

Finally, as discussed above, “responsibility” considerations (e.g.,
Mair, 2009) related to social democratic parties’ governing status
or the realistic prospect of it may exert powerful constraints
on these formations’ room for political manoeuvre, resulting
in a rightwards pressure from an economic viewpoint. This is
why a Government status dichotomous variable has also been

7Following Emanuele (2018), given the slow-changing nature of this phenomenon,

the trade union density data from the ICTWSS have been linearly interpolated

and extrapolated as a constant of the extreme value, to cover for several

missing observations that would have otherwise greatly reduced the number of

observations in the analysis.

included, operationalising whether at the time of the election and,
hence, during the campaign when the investigated manifesto was
drafted, the social democratic party was in the opposition (0) or
in government (1).

To correctly estimate the effects of this article’s focal predictors
on the dependent variables, it is necessary to specify the
regression models by taking into account the time-series-cross-
section (TSCS) nature of the employed dataset. In particular,
the data presents repeated observations over time (369 elections)
over the same fixed units (countries) and only just constitutes
a cross-sectionally dominant pool (Stimson, 1985), as there are
slightly more cross-section (20 countries) than temporal units
(on average, 18.45 elections per country). These characteristics
might be conducive to statistical issues such as heteroskedasticity
and unobserved heterogeneity.8 As diagnostic tests confirm
the presence of both such problematic aspects in all models,
ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions with panel-corrected
standard errors (PCSE) and country fixed effects are performed
to adequately account for these issues (Beck and Katz, 1995).9

8In particular, LR tests of panel heteroskedasticity and Hausman tests between

random and fixed effects were performed. As all such probes were statistically

significant, this means that the panels are heteroskedastic and unobserved

heterogeneity does not allow using random effects. Additionally, Wooldridge

(2002) tests of serial correlation were also performed: as none of them returned

statistically significant results, it is possible to conclude that there is no

autoregressive process in the models.
9Further, dynamics of path dependency in ideological position-taking may

constrain the ability of parties to significantly alter their programmatic

outlook between elections (e.g., Strøm, 1990). To account for these, all
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RESULTS

An initial idea concerning the empirical relationship between
the focal and dependent variable can be provided by correlation
analyses. Indeed, as reported in Supplementary Table 1,
Pearson’s r-values indicate that all three focal predictors are
positively correlated with all four presented operationalisations
of social democratic emphasis on traditional economic left issues,
indicating its increase over time at different levels of statistical
significance. Hence, this would preliminarily point to both a
confirmation of Hp2 and a rejection of Hp1. In particular, a more
fine-grained look at what MARPOR items significantly become
more salient over time (see Supplementary Table 2) shows
that this increase seems mostly driven by issues surrounding
the welfare state in its Beveridgean conception (Beveridge,
1942; per504 and per506), as well as equality (per503), market
regulation (per403), and labour groups (per701). Interestingly,
however, the emphasis on themes traditionally associated with
the economic left in its classical conception of state intervention
in the economy (e.g., Downs, 1957, p. 116) such as, in particular,
economic planning (per404), controlled economy and minimum
wages (per412), and nationalisation (per413) seems to decrease
with high levels of statistical significance and relatively large
coefficients as time goes on. Hence, whilst at the aggregate
level there seems to be a rather robust increase of social
democratic emphasis on traditional economic left issues, a more
differentiated account of substantive interest can be provided by
disaggregating the various MARPOR items under consideration.

To test whether this picture is confirmed by more demanding
statistical analyses, several regression models are presented.10

Table 4 presents the baseline models that test the effects of time
in its continuous conception as the Election date (Models 1)
and as a categorical variable operationalising Phases (Models
2) and Decades (Models 3), whilst also controlling for country
fixed effects. As evident, in all of its operationalisations, time
has a positive and statistically significant effect (at p < 0.001 in
all but one case, which is significant at p < 0.01) on the four
employed dependent variables. This indicates that the emphasis
of social democratic parties on traditional economic left issues
has, indeed, increased over time. Further, all of these findings
are also robust to the inclusion of the controls introduced above,
as shown in the full models reported in Table 5. Indeed, by
also considering the relative electoral strength of the radical left
bloc, trade union density, and the government status of social
democratic parties, all focal predictors operationalising time in
its different forms have a positive and statistically significant
(always at p < 0.001) effect on economic left emphasis in all
models. It is noteworthy that, out of the included controls,
only being in government has at times statistically significant
effects on the economic left emphasis of social democratic parties
(either at p < 0.05 or, marginally, at p < 0.10). Interestingly, the

regression models across the article are replicated with the inclusion of lagged

dependent variables. The results, reported in Supplementary Tables 8–11, are all

substantively confirmed.
10Notice that in all regression models the Election date has been rescaled for the

sake of the coefficients’ readability.

negative signs of the coefficients for government status indicate
that executive responsibility exercises an important constraint
on the ability of social democratic parties to adopt economically
left-wing policy positions, hence fully going in the direction of
the “responsibility vs. responsiveness (RR) dilemma” literature
(e.g., Mair, 2009). Conversely, neither the relative strength of the
radical left bloc nor trade union density ever present statistically
significant effects on the emphasis that social democratic parties
put on traditional economic left issues.11

In sum, these findings are robust to the different presented
operationalisations of both the explanandum and focal predictor,
as well as to the inclusion of relevant control variables and
the consideration of national specificities through country fixed
effects. Therefore, these regression models demonstrate that
social democratic emphasis on traditional economic left issues
has increased over time, coming to the same conclusion reached
by the illustrated correlation analyses. In light of this evidence,
the presented Hp2 is confirmed whilst, conversely, Hp1 must
be rejected.

More useful information on the effects of time can be retained
by going into greater detail about these findings. Table 6 reports
the same full models, but more specifically by looking into the
effects of individual Phases (Models 4) and Decades (Models
5) on the various measures of social democratic economic left
emphasis. Both models come to the same striking conclusion:
that is, the significant increase in social democratic emphasis on
traditional economic left issues is driven almost exclusively by
the years following the Great Recession of the late 2000’s. That
is because, as evident from the regression table, in both sets of
models the only categories to have statistically significant (at p
< 0.001 in all but one case, significant at p < 0.01) and positive
effects are the “Great Recession” phase and the “2010+s” decade,
which both include the years between 2010 and 2021. Indeed, the
levels of statistical significance of such categories clearly show
how they account for the vast majority of the variance in the
dependent variable, and the strength of the (positive) effects
is indicated by the vastly larger coefficients that they take on.
These findings are particularly significant from a substantive
viewpoint as they indicate how, despite going through very
different historical periods and moments of social democratic
thought and development such as the ThirdWay, the emphasis of
such formations on traditional economic left issues seems to have
remained virtually the same over the six decades followingWW2.
Already in itself, this is an interesting substantive conclusion
that would deserve further exploration, with regard to both the
historical assessment of Western European social democracy
in the twentieth century and the strategic behaviour of such
formations whilst determining their programmatic profiles in the
context of domestic party competition. Even more importantly,
another important substantive conclusion that emerges from this
analysis is the seemingly fundamental role of the Great Recession
in a programmatic recalibration of Western European social
democracy towards the economic left, as underlined by previous
contributions (e.g., Emanuele, 2021a; Polacko, 2022).

11Simplified versions of the regression tables are presented for the sake of

readability. The full results are available from the author upon request.
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TABLE 4 | Time (continuous and categorical variables) and measures of social democratic economic left emphasis. Baseline models.

(1a) (1b) (1c) (1d)

Bakker and Hobolt Emanuele RILE economic left Deductive economic left

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Election date 0.37*** 0.07 0.22*** 0.06 0.21*** 0.06 0.32*** 0.06

Country fixed effects

Constant 35.71*** 2.89 27.15*** 2.25 28.42*** 2.93 27.53*** 2.9

Wald χ
2 208.29*** 320.43*** 97.99*** 105.13***

N of elections 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20

(2a) (2b) (2c) (2d)

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Phase 2.94*** 0.54 1.89*** 0.45 1.66*** 0.47 2.45*** 0.45

Country fixed effects

Constant 32.06*** 3.05 24.71*** 2.43 26.39*** 3.07 24.59*** 3.03

Wald χ
2 207.12*** 312.52*** 96.22*** 101.71***

N of elections 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20

(3a) (3b) (3c) (3d)

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Decade 0.13*** 0.03 0.08*** 0.02 0.07** 0.02 0.11*** 0.02

Country fixed effects

Constant −212.8*** 50.77 −122.8** 42.74 −114.4* 44.46 −192.1*** 42.38

Wald χ
2 198.18*** 305.3*** 95.29*** 100.79***

N of elections 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20

Panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) regressions; panel-corrected standard errors are reported.
+p < 0.10; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

Yet, the employed dependent variables are aggregations of
several MARPOR items of substantive interest and with vastly
different content. Hence, it would be interesting to perform
additional regressions by employing individual Manifesto Project
items as the dependent variables, to verify specifically which
economic left issues are more (or less) emphasised by Western
European social democratic parties over time. This might be
conducive to different patterns emerging amongst the various
individual measures employed in the aggregation, similarly to
the initial correlation analyses. Table 7 presents OLS regressions
with PCSEs, country fixed effects, and the introduced controls
regressing each analysed MARPOR category on the Election
date continuous temporal predictor (Models 6).12 Moreover,
to make sure that variation in the emphasis put on a specific
issue is independent of the variation in the emphasis on all
other economic left issues and particularly those that might

12A replication of diagnostic tests by employing the individual MARPOR

categories as the dependent variable confirms that this is the correct model

specification.

be substantively associated with it, the replication of the same
models by including all other MARPOR categories as additional
controls is also reported (Models 7).13

Indeed, a rather differentiated picture emerges from the

regressions, whereby whilst some economic left MARPOR items
are significantly more emphasised over time, the relationship
goes in the opposite direction with other issues, which instead

are significantly de-emphasised as time goes on. Additionally,
the emphasis put by social democratic parties on the remaining

MARPOR categories does not seem to change significantly over
time. This general trend is in line with the preliminary correlation

analyses, which also seem to be corroborated by a more detailed
investigation of specifically which MARPOR items become
significantly more or less emphasised over time. In particular,

the Models 6 show how it is chiefly the issues surrounding the
welfare state and broad questions of equality (per503, per504, and

13Variance inflation factors (VIF) indicate that these models can be estimated

correctly, as there are no issues ofmulticollinearity between the included regressors

(e.g., Chatterjee and Hadi, 1986).
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TABLE 5 | Time (continuous and categorical variables) and measures of social democratic economic left emphasis. Full models.

(1a) (1b) (1c) (1d)

Bakker and Hobolt Emanuele RILE economic left Deductive economic left

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Election date 0.38*** 0.07 0.23*** 0.06 0.22*** 0.06 0.33*** 0.06

Controls

Country fixed effects

Constant 43.87*** 6.33 28.35*** 5.14 37.21*** 5.53 33.53*** 5.25

Wald χ
2 161.51*** 202.75*** 96.22*** 104.39***

N of elections 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20

(2a) (2b) (2c) (2d)

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Phase 3.01*** 0.53 1.93*** 0.44 1.73*** 0.47 2.49*** 0.45

Controls

Country fixed effects

Constant 39.39*** 6.53 25.45*** 5.33 34.65*** 5.7 29.85*** 5.42

Wald χ
2 159.82*** 197.85*** 94.63*** 100.6***

N of elections 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20

(3a) (3b) (3c) (3d)

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Decade 0.13*** 0.02 0.08*** 0.02 0.08*** 0.02 0.12*** 0.02

Controls

Country fixed effects

Constant −210.7*** 50.33 −121.9** 42.48 −113.1* 44.08 −191*** 42.2

Wald χ
2 155.05*** 194.34*** 94.16*** 101.13***

N of elections 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20

Panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) regressions; panel-corrected standard errors are reported.
+p < 0.10; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

per506) that increase in their salience over time (at p < 0.001);
with other themes such as support for labour groups (per701)
and market regulation (per403) also more emphasised, but at a
lower level of statistical significance (p < 0.01). Conversely, the
relationship between time and three traditional economic left
issues such as economic planning (per404), controlled economy

and minimum wages (per412), and nationalisation (per413) is

negative and very statistically significant (at p< 0.001), indicating

that Western European social democratic parties significantly

decrease their emphasis on state involvement in the economy

over time. Furthermore, a marginal negative effect (p < 0.1)

of time on the emphasis put on positive attitudes concerning
economic protectionism also emerges. This picture is further
reinforced when analysing the regressions that include all other
economic left MARPOR items as additional controls (Models
7). Indeed, all positive effects are confirmed in their statistical

significance (at least p < 0.05) and most remain unchanged,
indicating in particular that it is especially the emphasis put
by social democratic parties on issues of welfare and equality
to increase over time. Likewise, however, significant statistical
effects persist for all three MARPOR items for which a strongly
statistically significant and negative relationship with time was
identified, especially for what concerns the per404 on economic
planning and the per412 on controlled economy and minimum
wages (p < 0.001). These differentiated and more fine-grained
findings have several substantive and, especially, methodological
implications, which ought to be discussed at greater length.

DISCUSSION

Important findings emerge from the empirical analysis of this
article. First, from a substantive viewpoint, the results depict a
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TABLE 6 | Individual phases and decades and measures of social democratic economic left emphasis.

(4a) (4b) (4c) (4d)

Bakker and Hobolt Emanuele RILE economic left Deductive economic left

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Phase (baseline: Golden Age)

Phase: Post-L&R −0.07 1.37 0.75 1.19 −1.92 1.22 −2.31* 1.16

Phase: Post-Wall 0.26 1.34 0.22 1.14 −1.41 1.2 0.04 1.15

Phase: Great Recession 11.89*** 1.64 7.91*** 1.41 7.17*** 1.45 9.02*** 1.38

Controls

Country fixed effects

Constant 37.15*** 6.47 24.62*** 5.35 31.2*** 5.59 26.28*** 5.19

Wald χ
2 208.59*** 209.92*** 129.55*** 142.26***

N of elections 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20

(5a) (5b) (5c) (5d)

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Decade (baseline: 1940’s)

Decade: 1950’s −0.28 2.47 −2.72 2.13 0.7 2.17 0.82 2.06

Decade: 1960’s −1.11 2.55 −2.42 2.19 0.23 2.25 0.01 2.14

Decade: 1970’s 0.95 2.45 −0.02 2.12 −0.9 2.16 −2.15 2.06

Decade: 1980’s −1.23 2.42 −2.88 2.08 −1.83 2.13 −0.96 2.03

Decade: 1990’s −2.2 2.39 −3.5+ 2.06 −3.36 2.11 −1.65 2.02

Decade: 2000’s 2.23 2.36 −0.27 2.03 1.66 2.08 3.05 1.99

Decade: 2010+s 11.67*** 2.36 5.88** 2.04 7.76*** 2.08 9.7*** 1.98

Controls

Country fixed effects

Constant 36.96*** 6.64 25.73*** 5.54 29.59*** 5.7 24.79*** 5.31

Wald χ
2 216.52*** 212.43*** 143.76*** 155.41***

N of elections 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20

Full models.

Panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) regressions; panel-corrected standard errors are reported.
+p < 0.10; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

more nuanced picture as to the evolution of Western European
social democracy’s emphasis on traditional economic left issues
if compared to most scholarly accounts. That is, these parties
do not follow a unique trend in terms of the salience of all
economic left issues over time, but rather they increase the
emphasis they put on some whilst decreasing it for others. This
seems to be in line with arguments concerning the programmatic
ambivalence of contemporary social democracy in Western
Europe on economic matters, whereby a greater role is played
by issues of welfare and market regulation whilst however other
positions are aligned with neoliberal prescriptions (e.g., Bremer,
2018). In this regard, both sides of the debate seem to be at
least partially correct if we look at individual economic issues
traditionally owned by the left. Yet, staying at the aggregate
level analysed by the previous contributions in the literature,
one of the two presented hypotheses (Hp2) prevails over the
other (Hp1), leading to important conclusions. Indeed, the

analysis shows that, overall, after WW2 Western European
social democracy increased its emphasis on traditional economic
left issues as a whole. Social democracy does not seem to
significantly alter its economic positions until the 2010’s, that
is after the Great Recession, during which it is possible to see
a very significant shift towards the economic left. Strikingly,
these years singlehandedly drive the entire effect of time on
social democratic economic left emphasis at the aggregate level.
This confirms the findings of recent empirical accounts (e.g.,
Emanuele, 2021a; Polacko, 2022) and, as underlined by other
authors (e.g., see Meyer and Spiegel, 2010), might signpost that
social democracy acknowledged the urgency to distinguish itself
from the collapsing international neoliberal economic model,
after having enthusiastically endorsed it during the Third Way
years (e.g., Giddens, 1998, 2003). Yet, other mechanisms might
have also contributed to the resilience of traditional economic
left positions in social democratic programmatic platforms. For
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TABLE 7 | Time (continuous variable) and individual economic left MARPOR items.

(6a) (6b) (6c) (6d) (6e) (6f) (6g) (6h) (6i) (6j) (6k) (6l)

per403 per404 per405 per406 per409 per412 per413 per415 per503 per504 per506 per701

b Pcse b pcse b pcse b Pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Election

date

0.05** 0.02 −0.1*** 0.02 +0.00 0.01 −0.01+ 0.00 +0.00 0.01 −0.08*** 0.02 −0.05*** 0.01 −0.00 0.00 0.15*** 0.03 0.21*** 0.04 0.12*** 0.02 0.07** 0.02

Controls

Country fixed

effects

Constant 4.64*** 1.2 3.49 2.21 0.15 0.43 0.9* 0.38 0.7 0.49 0.18 1.54 −0.47 0.51 −0.52** 0.2 6.33* 3.06 14.24*** 3.65 6.71** 2.08 7.53* 2.34

Wald χ
2 113.87*** 156.16*** 3708.35*** 57.96*** 59.73*** 143.99*** 140.75*** 45.77* 126.78*** 113.17*** 101.63*** 128.86***

N of elections 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

(7a) (7b) (7c) (7d) (7e) (7f) (7g) (7h) (7i) (7j) (7k) (7l)

b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse b pcse

Election

date

0.05* 0.02 −0.08*** 0.02 +0.00 0.01 −0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 −0.07*** 0.02 −0.04** 0.01 +0.00 0.00 0.13*** 0.04 0.15*** 0.04 0.1*** 0.03 0.1*** 0.03

Controls

Other

economic left

MARPOR

items

Country fixed

effects

Constant 4.4*** 1.26 3.92 2.51 −0.147 0.489 0.71 0.46 0.93+ 0.53 0.33 1.77 −0.43 0.63 −0.3 0.2 6.77* 3.35 13.26*** 3.72 5.63** 2.17 7.24** 2.44

Wald χ
2 128.79*** 171.44*** 2478.28*** 67.11** 91.1*** 161.43*** 258.41*** 62.02** 149.53*** 149.26*** 111.92*** 145.18***

N of elections 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369

N of countries 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

Full models, without and with MARPOR controls.

Panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) regressions; panel-corrected standard errors are reported.
+p < 0.10; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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instance, as electorates across Western Europe have become
increasingly left-wing from an economic viewpoint (e.g., Mair,
2008), social democratic parties may have had to strategically
be responsive on this front in their electoral supply and hence
push their economic agenda further to the left. Furthermore,
what might have also contributed to the strengthening of this
economically left profile of social democratic formations is the
notorious path-dependency that constrains parties in terms of
their previous ideological positions (e.g., Strøm, 1990), and
especially so for organisationally large ones (e.g., Adams et al.,
2009). Finally, social democratic parties are also limited in the
capacity to depart from their traditional economic left stances
by their key role in national labour-capital bargaining, especially
where there are strong trade unions (e.g., Garrett, 1998; Hellwig,
2016). This, for instance, may lead these formations to defend the
national welfare state structures they have built over time from
international processes, such as economic globalisation, that put
them in jeopardy (e.g., Kriesi et al., 2008). Were these substantive
findings to be confirmed by additional works, it would mean that
these mechanisms are worth exploring further: an effort that can
surely build upon the analysis of this article.

Yet, the most important implications of this article’s analysis
are methodological in nature, as they concern the key source of
data employed in this and similar investigations, the MARPOR,
and the validity of the inferences drawn when employing it.
Indeed, the illustrated disaggregation shows that the significant
increase in social democratic economic left emphasis in Western
Europe is mostly driven by problematic MARPOR items such as
those on equality (per503) and the welfare state in its Beveridgean
conception (Beveridge, 1942; per504 on welfare state expansion
and per506 on education expansion), which are on average
the most emphasised economic left themes.14 In particular, the
per503 and per504 categories present notorious issues, such
as being formulated in excessively broad terms and capturing
several different aspects of substantive importance, which would
require breaking them down into meaningful subcategories (e.g.,
Merz et al., 2016; Horn et al., 2017, p. 413). This problem could
also be extended to anotherMARPOR item that social democracy
increasingly emphasises over time and is on average amongst
the most salient economic left issues: the per701 on support
for labour groups. Indeed, this category is so vast that it not
only includes support for workers both in general terms and
on specific matters, but also themes traditionally pertaining to
the welfare state itself such as pension provisions (e.g., Esping-
Andersen, 1990).15

In turn, this is likely to lead to another well-known
methodological problem in terms of measurement validity that
is encountered by the single human coder behind the generation
of MARPOR data for any given manifesto and has also been
acknowledged by MARPOR investigators themselves: coding
seepage (e.g., Klingemann et al., 2006, p. 112; Mikhaylov,
2009). In essence, this is an issue of coding errors, whereby

14The pooled mean percentages of emphasis put by Western European social

democratic parties on individual economic left MARPOR items throughout the

analysed time frame are reported in Supplementary Table 3.
15For the MARPOR codebook, see Volkens et al. (2020).

several pairs of MARPOR items, including the per503 on
equality and per504 on welfare state expansion, are prone to
systematic misclassification. Still, why would this be problematic
for the research strand investigating parties’ overall emphasis
on traditional economic left issues as a whole, if potential
misclassifications at the level of individual categories are washed
away when looking at aggregate scores?

This is because there is no guarantee that both such
MARPOR items pertain exclusively to the economic domain,
given the ambiguous formulation of the per503 on equality.
The MARPOR codebook prescribes that quasi-sentences within
electoral manifestos should fall under this category if they
express the “concept of social justice and the need for fair
treatment of all people. This may include: special protection for
underprivileged social groups; removal of class barriers; need for
fair distribution of resources; the end of discrimination (e.g.,
racial or sexual discrimination)” (Volkens et al., 2020, p. 18).
As evident, this formulation is multidimensional and could refer
to both economic and non-economic forms of inequality such
as, for instance, racial or sexual discrimination. On this basis,
therefore, it is impossible to distinguish which parts of the per503
scores are referred to different forms of inequality, economic
or non-economic; and, hence, whether this MARPOR item
contributes to inflating parties’ emphasis on economic matters in
a valid fashion.

These formulation problems, with the little discriminating
power resulting in greater misinformation (Sartori, 1970), have
already been recognised in the literature (e.g., Zulianello, 2014),
particularly with regard to the categories concerning the welfare
state (per504 and per506). Here, the strategic element of party
competition comes into play, as parties will almost always rather
opt to blur (e.g., Rovny, 2012) their opposition to greater welfare
and education provisions rather than emphasise it (e.g., Budge,
2001, p. 59). These strategies can be adopted through a variety
of rhetorical means in textual discourse, which the MARPOR
codebook may not be well-equipped to identify. For instance,
Zulianello (2014, p. 1,732) illustrates how a party could be in
favour of “improving the quality of welfare” whilst intending to
do so by reducing the role of the state in this policy area: hence,
distinguishing between policy goals (e.g., D’Alimonte et al., 2020)
and the different means to attain them.

This point becomes central for the substantive discussion at
hand, i.e., social democratic emphasis on economic left issues,
as the MARPOR codebook is unable to distinguish the vastly
different views on the welfare state between “classical” and Third
Way social democracy that emerge from theoretical sources.
Indeed, whilst before the 1990’s social democracy pursued and
built pervasive welfare states following Keynesian prescriptions
(e.g., Giddens, 1998), during the Third Way it still emphasised
the importance of providing welfare, but rather in a “positive”
and “pro-active” version (e.g., Driver and Martell, 2001, p. 39).
It pursued an “overhaul” and “rescuing” of the postwar welfare
state (Latham, 2001, p. 27) by reducing deficit spending and
creating more opportunities for education and labour market
participation, which would have led to economic expansion
(Giddens, 2000, p. 166). Hence, within its renewed economic
outlook, the Third Way promoted a new vision of welfare in
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opposition to more traditional social democratic stances (e.g.,
Merkel, 2001, p. 52). In essence, this flagship stance of Third
Way social democracy corresponded to an effective recalibration
towards more centre-right, neoliberal economic positions.
However, the MARPOR items on welfare (per504 and per506)
are unsuited to detect this fundamental theoretical difference,
and this may lead to serious issues of measurement validity
when including such items in aggregate scores of economic
left emphasis.

The illustrated issues point to some important questions. For
instance, would the findings of this article hold if the increase in
social democratic left emphasis on some very salient MARPOR
items (per503, per504, per506, and per701) were not to be
considered, in light of the doubts concerning their measurement
validity? In that case, the disaggregate viewpoint on which other
categories increase or decrease in their salience over time would
seem to suggest that there might be either a different effect of
time on overall social democratic economic left emphasis or no
effect at all. Furthermore, it was also shown how actually, in
line with alternative and more mainstream accounts depicting
an ideological moderation of social democracy over time, the
emphasis put by these parties on traditional left-wing positions
concerning state involvement in the economy such as economic
planning (per404), controlled economy and minimum wages
(per412), and nationalisation (per413) significantly decreases
over time. More generally, the bigger question concerns the
validity of the inferences based on MARPOR data in light of
these limitations, and whether results based on this source may
be driven by serious issues of measurement validity. This is
a legitimate concern especially when MARPOR-based studies
come to a substantive conclusion—i.e., Western European
social democratic parties moving further to the economic
left over time—that seems to be in stark contrast with the
common understanding on this matter, theoretical sources on
the Third Way, and the empirical evidence emerging from the
vast literature on mainstream and social democratic parties’
convergence to the centre.

Does this equate to suggesting that all such MARPOR-based
inferences are invalid? This is not the case: for instance, whilst
recognising some of the highlighted methodological issues, some
provide reassurance as to the general validity of manifesto-based
measurements, even for those MARPOR items highlighted as

problematic (e.g., Horn et al., 2017). Indeed, it is equally plausible
and theoretically sound that, as illustrated by the empirical
analyses of this article and comparable contributions, this
increase in social democratic economic left emphasis is driven
entirely by a post-Great Recession response, with these parties
reacting to the crisis and collapse of the previously endorsed
neoliberal economic model. Therefore, as a good practise when
using manifesto data, the suggestion for future research is to
enhance the convergent validity (Drost, 2011) of MARPOR-
based results by cross-validating them with other sources of data,
including but not limited to expert surveys (e.g., the Chapel Hill
Expert Survey, see Bakker et al., 2020), data on policy outcomes
(e.g., Comparative Agendas Project, 2022), and more qualitative
and case-oriented sources. This more cautious approach would
reassure as to the validity of results and inferences based on
the MARPOR vis-à-vis its illustrated methodological limitations:
especially so when the theoretical “stakes” are high, as with the
programmatic evolution of Western European social democracy
along the economic left-right issue dimension.
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